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Vectra Neo
Delivering the Results you Demand

Its intelligent design is clever in its features, usability and clinical 

technology. An exceptional patient and therapist experience. 

Every element of the Vectra Neo has been expertly crafted, 

allowing the clinician to provide unparalleled utilization of the 

powerful and thoughtful design, empowering them to provide 

patients with a comprehensive level of rehabilitation. 



You demand versatility and customization
Vectra Neo responds with plug-and-play modules, user-defined menus, 

and advanced reporting

Custom made modality
Build the precise combination for your 

needs. The Vectra Neo has 4 module 

bays that accommodate the slide-in, 

plug-in-play module options: Channel 

1-2 stim, Channel 1-2 stim/EMG, 

Channel 3-4 stim, Laser and Ultrasound.

Customized Menus, Save Customized Treatments
Build your custom programs within the interface, save favorite or 

patient-specific treatments and customize the system to precisely fit 

your practice and your patient profiles. 

Customized Patient Reporting
A high speed USB port allows simple and 

efficient transfer of patient information for 

therapy documentation and consultation.  

 Each unit is assembled and shipped specifically according to your customized clinical needs. 



You Demand evidence-based Treatment Options
A convenient, intuitive graphic interface promptly guides you to the treatment protocol

Clinical Protocol Setup™
Vectra Neo is simple to use thanks to the Clinical Protocol Setup 

(CPS), which leads you through the functions of the device and  

each therapy.

With the power of Vectra Neo, you have a comprehensive 

reference library providing extensive information on therapy, 

treatments and pathologies – all at your fingertips. By selecting 

a patient’s indications, a list of appropriate protocols will appear. 

Not only will this aid in facilitating treatments that are tailored to 

the needs of each patient, it enables you to enhance your daily 

clinic efficiency. In addition, all of this is managed within  

the device or can be exported to a USB flash drive. 

Anatomical Library
Vectra Neo offers a rich anatomical library that illustrates an 

array of pathologies, making it easier for you to communicate 

with patients about their condition and educate them on further 

treatment options both in and outside the practice.



You Demand Form & Function
Smart, innovative and ergonomic design make Neo the high performance choice

Cart or Tabletop Configuration 
A completely modular setup allows you to choose among the components that best fit your practice; an ergonomic base unit, a cart with 4 module bays, and 5 available treatment options. 

The unit has an integrated base with discreet, strong handles for carrying. The high-quality cart is stable, height-adjustable, moves with ease, and includes three roomy storage drawers 

with sturdy pull tracks.

Integrated Applicator Cradles
Durable and functional, Neo 

allows you to house an ultrasound 

applicator, laser applicator or both 

- whatever suits your needs.  In 

addition, these applicator cradles 

are modular and can be detached 

from the base or switched.  Lead Wire Management
The innovative lead wire management system ensures access and 

organization around the full circumference of the unit. Applicators can be 

inserted into the right or left side for optimal positioning and easy connection.

Graphic User Interface
Full-color, 10.4” LCD touchscreen displays 

commands, data and imagery in sharp, vivid detail, 

including a gorgeous anatomical library of classic 

anatomy images and lifelike pathology renderings. 

Screen Maneuverability 
The screen swivels and tilts to a 90-degree 

range for enhanced patient viewing, privacy 

and maximized practitioner accessibility.



You Demand Ease of Use
Vectra Neo gives you confidence and control over your outcomes with an intuitive interface

Precision at Your Finger tips
Vectra Neo seamlessly guides both experienced and new operators 

through comprehensive menus and treatment parameters with 

intuitive software and clear, concise instructions. The easy-to-use 

Electrode Placement Guide 
A comprehensive electrode 

placement guide with detailed 

descriptions and imagery.

touchscreen launches the full spectrum of features all from the home 

screen, making navigation to treatments, reference sites, patient 

history quick and simple.    



You Demand Enhanced Clinical Technology
Vectra Neo’s design and detail is the culmination of extensive research and development  

to bring you a pioneer product in the field of rehabilitation 

Multipatient
The Multipatient function gives you the 

ability to treat more than one* patient 

at any one time. 

Full Selection of Electrotherapy 
Waveforms

*excluding laser


